Speaker-Microphones & Headsets for Hytera Radios
Speaker-Microphones for analog portable radios
N2W Model SM6W - This is our most popular speaker-microphone
many HYT/Hytera portables such as the BD302/502, PD412,
PD502/552, TC-508/516, TC-600/610, TC-700, and other radios with
a 2-pin connector. The SM6W is lightweight, rugged and affordable.
The SM6W is IP67 rated for maximum dust and water protection and
is covered by a three year factory warranty. Priced at only $64, it is
well suited for industrial users. See info4u.us/SM6W.pdf for more info.
Noise cancelling Speaker-Microphones for digital portables
Stone Mountain Phoenix – Dual microphones are often necessary to
reduce background noise for digital portable radios which use a
Vocoder to convert speech to a digital format. Good
noise
cancellation is VERY important as well as providing maximum receive
audio. The Phoenix is a little larger than the SM6W, but a
recommended choice for BD502, PD412, portables. The price is just
$98.for2-pin connector radios. See info4u.us/Phoenix.pdf for more
information. Add $20 for use with PD6 series and PD982 radios.
Wireless Speaker-Microphone for analog and digital portables
BluSkye-RSM – This is our new WIRELESS speaker-microphone
which is out of the box Bluetooth compatible with the X1E and X1P
portables as well as the PD6 and PD7 series equipped with the
optional ABN02 adapter. This is the ULTIMATE high performance
microphone, prices at just $199. The Bluetooth adapter for the PD6/7
series radios is $99. More info at info4u.us/BluSkye-RSM.pdf.
Wireless Speaker-Microphones for Hytera mobile radios
MD-RSM – Just plug in the ADA-01 Bluetooth adapter ($99) into the
microphone jack of any Hytera MD6/7 series mobile radio, add the
SM27W1 Bluetooth Controller/Microphone ($299) and you have full
control of your mobile radio in the palm of your hand, in or around the
vehicle! Ideal for fire trucks, industrial forklifts, and utility trucks. More
information available at info4u.us/MD652-RSM.pdf.
OSHA Compliant Dual Muff Headsets with Situational Awareness
HearCLEAR headsets protect your hearing AND allow you to hear
your 2-way radio loud and clear with no special interfaces or even a
cable to your radio! Like magic, these lightweight and affordable
($349) hearing protection headsets meet OSHA and NFPA
regulations while allowing you to hear co-workers near you, your 2way radio, and things nearby that could hurt you (like the driver of an
out of control vehicle blowing their horn to warn you to get out of the
way!). You can use the HearCLEAR headset in combination with any
of the microphones listed above. If you wish, you can optionally add a
noise cancelling lip microphone and a cable for direct connection for
most popular 2-way radios. See info4u.us/HearClear.pdf for more info.
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